
The Anglo-American Establishment's Syrian Dialectic...

Warning!!! Adult content.  For the kiddies, there's this; https://youtu.be/IaDt9T7BF38

There is a “problem”.  We don't have world government.  At least, there are those who BELIEVE that 
the lack of world government is a “problem”.  Well, they have a solution!  Yes, they do, and they're 
going to provide it, no matter how many people have to die to make that happen.  

Richard Gardner spoke of the “end run” around national sovereignty.  Robert Haas didn't contradict 
him.  In fact these people all agree with the ideology of Cecil Rhodes, the founder of the “Round 
Table” groups like the RIIA and the CFR, that the United States and Great Britain should be re-united 
so that the wealth of natural resources of the former colonies could fuel the engine of planet-wide 
British collectivism, so-called “democracy”.  

You can read up on that history on your own time, and when you do, you may return to this article with
an understanding of world history that you were not taught in public school.  

Here's a start:  (doesn't cost a penny...) http://www.carrollquigley.net/pdf/the_anglo-
american_establishment.pdf

I digress.  So, we have a “problem”, that of a lack of world government (under British rule), the United 
States which could achieve that – remains un-harnessed as an engine of that plan and Great Britain 
would have to “pay retail” to purchase the US, unless....

The oligarchs are expert at manipulating nations' economies for their own benefit, even perpetrating the
occasional “regime change” when required.  (Don't believe me?  Read “The New Confessions of an 
Economic Hitman” by John Perkins.  I don't like his politics, but I like his book)  For example, the 
Rothschild family used the pending invasion by the French general, Napoleon, to place the entire 
British economy (& hence, the Empire) in different hands, namely theirs.  They knew that Waterloo 
was the staging ground for the invasion of England and Napolean was heading for Waterloo.  His 
opponent, Admiral Wellington needed to STOP Napolean from taking Waterloo or England was 
finished.  Well, the Rothschilds had an intelligence service of their own and it was better provisioned, 
better staffed and otherwise superior to that of the British military.  So, when Nathan Rothschild got 
word that Admiral Wellington had taken the day and stopped Napolean, he knew that all eyes were 
upon him (Nathan Rothschild) and that investors all over the Empire were watching for signs from him 
as to the news from Waterloo.  So, he “telegraphed” that he'd received word that Napoleon had won 
and began to divest in all things British, only enough to convince the onlooking investors that he'd 
received word that England was finished.  Meanwhile, his agents were PURCHASING the divestitures 
of those who had taken the bait and were abandoning England.  That is how, over the course of a few 
days, the British Empire changed hands and became the asset of the Rothschild family.  In essence, 
they wanted to buy the British Empire at fire sale prices, so they used this opportunity with their 
superior intelligence services to get the rest of the Empire to dump their holdings, which he and his 
cronies swept up – at “fire sale” discounts.  When you need to have a fire, if an act of God doesn't 
provide that needed bolt of lightning, what do you do?  You hire an arsonist.  But, that wasn't necessary
when the French were providing the “fire”, was it?  Funny thing, though.  The Rothschilds were in 
Britain, France and Germany.  Wasn't Napolean the needed “arsonist”?  

Well, who owned the Bank of England back then?  Someone other than Rothschild?  More importantly 
for our consideration here is who owns our Federal Reserve?  The answer is – English and French 
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(Rothschilds are in Britain, France and Germany) oligarchs.  Yes, THEY own our Federal Reserve 
Bank.  So, is it in their interest to have the United States in a perpetual state of war, financed by 
themselves?  Do the Latin words, “Qui Bono” mean anything to you? 

 Now, you're probably thinking when I might get to the topic of Syria.  In the cause for world 
government, Syria is the “arsonist” willingly or not.  A really smart “operator” would find a low-level 
kinda dumb arsonist to BLAME the arson on, hiring a “behind the scenes” arsonist to actually do that 
job.  This is known as a false flag operation, but is more sophisticated because the second “arsonist” 
carries the “arsonist flag” as well, but making it LOOK like his act of arson – was carried out by the 
dupe, the useful idiot.  

Imagine that, the oligarchs set up the leadership of another oligarchy to take the blame for THEIR 
“arson”, their chemical attack, so that Syria, which does NOT have a Rothschild central bank, can be 
“brought to heel”!  As for chlorine gas, what happens when you mix bleach with ammonia?  Any 
“Google-search scientist” can find the answer to that!  Here's one:  https://www.scienceabc.com/pure-
sciences/what-happens-when-you-mix-bleach-and-ammonia.html  So, ANYONE could've made the 
“chloramines” that were used against the Syrian people.  Does anyone believe that someone smart 
enough to be an ophthalmologist like Bashar Assad would wait for the US forces to pull out of Syria 
before launching an attack with chlorine gas, when his chemical weapons infrastructure was tooled for 
the use of Sarin?  I'll tell you what I think.  I think the owners of our Federal Reserve Bank are running 
OUR intelligence service.  Ike (President Dwight David Eisenhower) was right about “The Military 
Industrial Complex”.  It's just like the Mercantilist system of the “East-India Trading Company” that 
our founders fled and later rejected with their Declaration of Independence.  

In fact, back before the CIA was known as the CIA, it was the “Office of Strategic Services”, the OSS.  
When the FBI of those days went in search of moles, they found the CIA and state department to be 
OVERRUN with communists, specifically admirers of “Uncle Joe” Stalin.  When the special agent in 
charge reported that to FDR, FDR thundered that “OF COURSE THERE ARE COMMUNISTS IN 
THE OSS!!!  I PUT them there, they are my friends.”  Another historical fact for you to research, 
there...

So, both the CIA and our State Department have been compromised by collectivist elements for 
decades.   

Now, the CIA is under the direction of the Council on Foreign Relations, the sister organization of the 
Royal Institute for International Affairs, the RIIA.  Www.chathamhouse.org.  And, of course, the 
oligarchs who are members of the CIA, RIIA and the United Nations – want the “world's policeman”, 
the United States to provide the “reaction” in this Hegelian Dialectic of “problem, reaction, solution”.  
The whole point is to destroy the economy of the United States so it can be bought up by the Oligarchs 
at “fire sale” prices.  

That was another Cecil “Rhodesian” part of his and others' plan.  Read about that in Quigley's “The 
Anglo-American Establishment” (AAE) if you haven't already.  Also pick up a copy of Joseph 
Plummer's “Tragedy & Hope 101” if you want to know more.  The original “Tragedy and Hope” by 
Quigley himself is a huge tome to tackle and is quite verbose, but if you must read it, you must.  I 
recommend this reading because a huge proponent of the AAE plan for the world was Georgetown 
University professor of history, Carroll Quigley.  He was INSIDE the CFR, looked at their papers and 
effects and disagreed with them on only one major point, that all of it be kept SECRET.  So, he wrote 
the book and published it.  The AAE was NOT happy about that, so they hunted down every copy they 
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could and destroyed them.  But, the plates were not lost and the book is back in print once again.  

Anyway, Syria is about MORE AMERICAN DEBT, which Leon Trotsky approved of, because he was 
also on board with the plan to destroy the United States by spending huge amounts of money such that 
our economy would fail and the oligarchs could get RID of that pesky Constitution and the American 
definition of money, which PROHIBITS us adopting and using fiat currency like the Rothschilds' 
dollar.  (Be sure to ask yourself WHY the Constitution was written to prohibit use of fiat...)

Anyone notice who was on board with the attack on Syria?  Yeah, it was the US, France and Great 
Britain.  Who spent the most borrowed “money” (money has intrinsic value, paper currency is 
Charmin...) of those nations?  Why YOU did, you American subjects did.  You “coppertops” in their 
“Matrix” did.  The very countries who were involved in our war for independence, were along for the 
“ride”, this foreign entanglement in the Middle East.  The Russians played their part perfectly, too.  

"[The] powers of financial capitalism (i.e. "crony" capitalism as opposed to free market capitalism) had
another far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private 
hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole.  
This system was to be controlled in a feudalistic fashion by the central banks of the world acting in 
concert by secret agreements arrived at in the frequent private meetings and conferences."  - Carrol 
Quigley, author of "Tragedy and Hope", professor at Georgetown University and chronicler of the 
Council on Foreign Relations plans.  From James Perloff's "The Shadows of Power:  The Council on 
Foreign Relations and the American Decline".

Happy now?  


